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Glassy dynamics near zero temperature
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We numerically study finite-dimensional spin glasses at low and zero temperature, finding evidence for~i!
strong time-space heterogeneities,~ii ! spontaneous time scale separation, and~iii ! power law distributions of
flipping times. Using zero temperature dynamics we study blocking, clustering and persistence phenomena.

PACS number~s!: 05.40.2a, 75.10.Nr, 75.40.Gb, 75.40.Mg
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The study of nonequilibrium dynamics in quenched s
systems provides a rigorous and numerical test ground
modeling glassy behavior. Among the open issues wh
arise in this context there is the connection between sp
and temporal heterogeneities and the global off-equilibri
dynamical features characteristic of glassy structures suc
aging @1#. In the last decade, much progress has been m
in the study of domain evolution and aging in both order
and disordered systems@2–4#. In particular, the mean-field
picture of the glassy transition@5,6# plays a central role in
interpreting results of numerical simulations on spin syste
but it cannot account for heterogeneities. On the other ha
a set of interesting numerical and analytical results on
off-equilibrium dynamics in nonfrustrated systems have b
obtained@7–9#, which can be now extended to frustrate
ones.

The scope of this study is to provide a further link b
tween the different aspects of the glassy transition unfol
by the various approaches. More specifically, we shall fo
on models with discrete (6J) couplings in two and three
dimensions. Of particular interest is the onset of time sc
separation in the low temperature~low T) regime and its
connections with the blocking and persistence phenomen
the zero-temperature (T50) limit.

The choice of discrete couplings stems from the fact t
they naturally arise as interactions incorporating geometr
frustration and constraints. Moreover, models with discr
couplings are of central relevance in other areas such as c
binatorial optimization and are known to provide very ri
dynamical features, even atT50 @10#.

In what follows, we report results from extensive nume
cal simulations concerning the following issues:

~i! The onset and the dependence on waiting time of
spontaneous time scale separation and space clusterin
sufficiently low T in 2D and 3D models.

~ii ! The related emergence atT50 of the ‘‘blocking’’
phenomenon together with the clustering of a finite fract
of spins that flip infinitely often~‘‘fast’’ spins!, along with its
interpretation in terms of the functional mean-field order p
rameter.

~iii ! The T50 distributions of flipping times and fas
spins clusters sizes.

*Email address: riccife@ictp.trieste.it
†Email address: zecchina@ictp.trieste.it
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~iv! The persistence phenomenon.
Our studies focus on the6J Edwards-Anderson~EA!

model in two and three spatial dimensions~square and cubic
lattices!. The Hamiltonian of these models reads

H5 (
( i , j )PE

siJi j sj , ~1!

whereE is the set of lattice edges, the spins are of Ising ty
and the couplings take the values61 with equal probability.

The study of 3D EA model in the very low temperatu
region requires huge thermalization times, and therefor
has been severely limited by available computer resour
Only very recently these studies have been pushed to
low temperatures, thanks to the use of parallel computers@6#.
The data presented in this Rapid Communication referring
the 3D case has been obtained with the help of the APE
parallel computer@11#. The 2D case is indeed much simpl
in virtue of the existence of polynomial algorithms fo
ground-state calculations.

It is known that in both 2D and 3D EA models@12# low-
ering temperature produces a surprising increase in the n
ber of high frequency flipping spins. Here we push the stu
of the flipping times distribution to the very low temperatu
region in the hard case of the 3D EA model. Moreover,
investigate the dependence of this distribution on the wait
time, which is a relevant feature of the aging regime
glassy phases.

According to the typical scheme used in off-equilibriu
dynamical studies@6#, we simulate large systems~of at least
323 spins! and we start the experiment with an instantaneo
quench from infinite temperature to one in the glassy ph
(T,Tc.1.1). Next we let the system evolve for a waitin
time tw @times are expressed in terms of Monte Carlo swe
~MCS!#. Finally we calculate the flipping rates probabilit
distribution function~PDF! measuring the number of flip
done by every spin within time windows extending fromtw
1t to tw12t, where t52k ~with k<26) is also the time
window size. We simply define the mean flipping timet as
the time window size divided by the number of flips and w
construct the PDF of its logarithm,Pt,tw

(ln t), by taking the
histogram over all spins~with the labelt identifying the time
window!. This distribution is expected to be self-averagi
~similar to correlation functions!, and so we prefer to simu
late few very large samples. The choice of working with t
ln(t) PDF instead of that fort is dictated by the broadness o
R7567 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the latter. Note that a pure exponential tail in the form
@P(ln t)}e2lln t# corresponds to a power law tail in the latt
@P(t)}t2l21#.

In the tw50 case we find, as expected, thatPt,0(ln t) does
not depend ont and so we consider only the PDF measur
during the last time window, which has the largest supp
~more than 106 MCS! and the highest statistics. In Fig. 1 w
show such a distribution for different temperatures. While
very high temperatures the PDF is strongly peaked aro
the mean, it acquires very large tails approaching the g
transition temperature@12# and finally develops a clear bimo
dal shape at very low temperatures, as can be seen in F
~note the logarithmic scale on they axis!. The emergence o
a spontaneous time scale separation allows us to natu
divide the spins into two very general classes: the ‘‘fas
spins belonging to the left peak and the ‘‘slow’’ ones to t
right peak. While the shape of the left part of the distributi
does not change with temperature, the position of
‘‘slow’’ peak is clearly moving towards higher values whe
the temperature is decreased. As shown in the inset of Fi
this process verifies the simple scalingT ln(t), commonly
found in every activated process in spin glasses. It follo
that slow spins are the ones that have to overcome a ba
in order to flip, while the fast ones will eventually have
zero local field at some time~which could even happen ver
rarely!. In the zero temperature limit we expect that the sl
peak moves towards unreachable time scales, whereas
spins are the only spins responsible for the dynamics.
adjective ‘‘fast’’ could be somehow misleading; in turn the
actual flipping times follow a very broad distribution.

It is well known that in the aging regime two-time qua
tities depend on both times and not only on their differen
In the case ofPt,tw

(ln t) this dependence on the waiting tim
is shown in Fig. 2, where we present data for a low tempe
ture (T50.35), a very large waiting time (tw5224), and
many values oft. During the aging process two differen
regimes can be identified@3,13#: thequasiequilibriumregime
(t!tw) where the system relaxes inside a quasistate, and
aging regime (t>tw) where macroscopic rearrangemen
take place. In these two regimes the shape of thePt,tw

(ln t) is
different ~this has been verified in many simulations wi
different tw values, even if here we report the results co

FIG. 1. Flipping times PDF show a spontaneous time scale s
ration as temperature is decreased. In the inset we present the
of the scaling variableT ln(t).
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cerning only one waiting time!. In Fig. 2 we display the PDF
for different choices of the ratiot/tw : the lowest curves cor-
respond to the quasiequilibrium regime, while the upper o
have values oft of the order oftw and therefore include the
effects coming from the aging regime.

It is clear that the time-scale separation is sharper in
quasiequilibrium regime, while approaching the aging
gime the gap between fast and slow peaks is partially fill
Observing that the slow spins create the environment wh
the fast spins move in~the so-called cage effect!, we may
assume that the metastable state is identified by the sp
structure of slow spins which act as a rigid backbone on ti
scales typical of the quasiequilibrium regime. Therefore,
may also observe that the basic excitations that bring
system out of quasiequilibrium are given by those sp
which fill the gap between the peaks. The study of the spa
structure of these spins would help towards the understa
ing of basic excitation in 3D spin glasses.

The same set of simulations with Gaussian couplin
gives no evidence of such a simple time scale separation
this case the distribution of microscopic time scales is diff
ent and much longer simulations would be needed in orde
unveil the separation. Moreover, atT50 in the Gaussian
case the system rapidly gets stuck in a local minimum and
configuration is fully frozen, which is consistent with th
zero-temperature classification given in@9#. Only the 6J
model has a rich aging behavior at zero temperature.

In the T50 limit activated processes disappear and
slow peak goes to infinity. Then the gap between the pe
can no longer be filled when the system leaves the quasie
librium regime. In other words, thePt,tw

(ln t) becomes

tw-independent~we have checked this fact numerically!, and
it describes only the fast spin component. Remarka
enough, theT50 PDF is already present in the finite tem
perature data, in their quasiequilibrium regime~see Fig. 2!,
and this would suggest thatT50 dynamical features could
be present at low temperatures too, at least in the quasie
librium regime. Hereafter we will consider only the follow
ing updating rule: A site is randomly chosen and it is o

a-
DF

FIG. 2. T50.35 data has been measured on a 323 system~ten
samples! after waiting 224 MCS. Different curves correspond t
different time window sizes~from bottom! t5212,214,216,218,220,
222,224. The last curve coincides with data presented in Fig.
T50 data have been measured on 1003 systems, after a waiting
time of tw5216,218.
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ented in the direction of the neighbors majority or at rand
if the local field on it is zero.

We find that theT50 flipping time distributions can be
well fitted by a power law over many decades, with an e
ponentl1151.76(2) in 3D andl1152.08(3) in 2D. This
means that in 2D after a large butfinite time ~given by the
average flipping time! an extensive fraction of the syste
can be flipped with zero-energy costs. On the contrary, in
an average flipping time cannot be defined and this div
gence may be related to the existence of a finite tempera
phase transition.

Persistence@7# is one the most studied properties of ze
temperature dynamics@8,9#; nevertheless, it has never bee
measured in spin glasses. Here, we fill this gap.

The persistenceU(t,tw) is defined as the number of un
flipped spins in the time interval@ tw ,tw1t#. In pure ferro-
magnetic models~at least for D52,3) the persistence
U(t,tw) decays to zero, in the large times limit, asU(t,tw)
}(t/tw)2u(D), the exponent beingtw independent. On the
contrary, in disordered models the persistence is expecte
remain finite@9# in the t→` limit and its asymptotic value
U`(tw) may depend on the waiting time. The physic
mechanism underlying such an effect is the slow freezing
a rigid component. It follows that the proper way of estim
ing the persistence in disordered systems is by taking a
ficiently large value oftw , differently from what has been
done in previous studies where the choicetw50 was used.

In Fig. 3 we show the results for 3D6J spin glasses
~very similar results have been found in the 2D case!. While
the system relaxes towards the stationary state the numb
frozen spins grows andU`(tw) monotonically increases with
tw . In the large time limit we can extract theu exponent
from the decayU(t,tw)2U`(tw)}t2u. This fitting proce-
dure is not an easy one, because of the slow persist
decay, and so our results are affected by large errors.
best estimations areu50.46(3) andU`(`)50.862(2) in
3D and u50.64(3) andU`(`)50.778(2) in 2D. Theu
value in 3D is confirmed by the local magnetization PD
which can be well fitted by the law (12m2)u21 at low and
zero temperatures.

These numbers imply that in the large time limit a6J

FIG. 3. Solid lines show the persistence decay after differ
waiting times in a 1003 spin glass. Dashed lines present the pers
tence in a microcanonical experiment, where the energy is k
constant after timetw .
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spin glass is not completely frozen. While a large fracti
U`(`) of the spins get blocked forever, afinite fraction 1
2U`(`) of the volume is composed by spins that flip in
nitely often @14#, with their flipping times following power
law distributions. The fast spins produce the persistence p
nomenon.

In Fig. 3 we report with dashed lines the results of
microcanonical experiment. As before, we let the system
lax for tw MCS and then we measure the persistence. T
difference is that now the dynamics after timetw is per-
formed keeping the energy constant to the value it had
time tw . For t<tw the data perfectly coincide with those fo
the usual persistence. Then the system leaves the config
tional space region~state@6#! where it was confined by the
dynamics, and it goes far away~we check this also measur
ing correlation functions that behave qualitatively like pe
sistence!. Thus, we can conclude that the freezing pheno
enon is completely dynamical@15#. In other words the
system seems to be stuck only because it always finds a
towards a lower energy configuration belonging to the sa
state before finding a path towards a different state.

For both dimensionalities we find that fast spins are or
nized in clusters. At any time and in each cluster there m
be at least one ‘‘free’’ spin that can be flipped without a
energy cost (DE<0). The number of free spins equals th
number of flat directions in the configuration space and
creases lowering the energy. Free spins usually appea
pairs, which wander inside their cluster@16#. Fast spin clus-
ter sizes follow the PDF shown in Fig. 4. Measureme
have been taken after a waiting time oftw5104. Note that a
finite tw can overestimate a little the cluster’s size; howev
for both dimensions we have thatU`(104) is very near to
U`(`) and we did not find any dependence ontw . Up to our
accuracy, 3D data can be well fitted by a power law with
exponent21.94(3). On thecontrary 2D data clearly show
cut-off. We can not exclude that 3D data would also show
cut-off on larger scales.

For any finite cluster we can construct the set of allow
configurations and then we can evaluate the time a rand
walker needs to visit all of them. This time is, by constru
tion, greater than the larger flipping time of any spin in t

t
-
pt

FIG. 4. Fast spin cluster sizes PDF. Three-dimensional d
have been collected in system of sizes 303, 453, and 1003, and with
two different updating rules~sequential and random!. The power
law fit gives21.94(3) as the best exponent. Two-dimensional da
measured in a 10002 system, clearly show a cut-off.
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cluster. In this way we can link clusters sizes and flippi
times, and one would expect to find a cut-offtmax in the 2D
distribution of flipping times as a consequence of the o
present atcmax in Fig. 4. However, times may be exponenti
in the cluster size~such as, e.g., the recurrence time! and
tmax may be considered infinite for all practical purpose
Moreover, if one assumes from percolation arguments
cmax grows logarithmically with the system sizeN, thentmax
would grow as a power ofN, like it usually does in any finite
size system.

In conclusion, we have performed a numerical study
the low temperature dynamics of a finite-dimensional fr
trated model with discrete couplings, namely the EA mo
in 2D and 3D, which can be viewed as a prototype model
glassy systems. The onset of a spontaneous time-space
separation allows for a classification of spins in distin
classes characterized by their own dynamics as well as
identification of low-energy excitation responsible for stru
tural rearrangements during the aging.

In the T50 limit, while a part of the system completel
freezes, the fast spin dynamics can be quantitatively
o

e

.
at

f
-
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cale
t
he
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scribed in terms of power law exponents that distinguish
2D from the 3D case. The dynamics inside a cluster of f
spins, although diffusivelike, has strong constraints and
be interpreted along the lines of@17#.

Given a proper definition of persistence in aging system
we have been able to estimate the persistence exponent i
EA model, which turns out to be of kindM @9#, i.e., partially
frozen and partially infinitely flipping. Finally, with a micro
canonical experiment, we have shown that blocking pheno
ena are completely dynamical, even in disordered system

In spite of the central role played by space and time h
erogeneities in glassy dynamics, such aspects have
rather poorly studied from the analytical point of view. Th
scope of this paper has been to provide some reference
merical results which hopefully could be captured by the
retical arguments. A first step in this direction can be do
within the framework of finitely connected long range mo
els ~such as, e.g., the Viana-Bray one@18#!. In these models
the underlying graph generates nontrivial heterogeneit
driven by the connectivity pattern.
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